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Message: You are hereby notified of the following clarifications of and/or changes to 
the above referenced project. 
 
Question 1: Is the visual art limited to a sculpture only or could a mural be acceptable? 
 
Answer 1: For this project we envision something with more presence than a mural 
application. We would certainly consider a mural as a component of the overall work 
but are really interested in something dimensional and/or sculptural. 
 
Question 2: I am interested in applying to this call but would like to partner with another 
artist or fabricator. Is that acceptable and how do I include that on my application? 
 
Answer 2: The best way to address a partnership or collaboration is to use the letter of 
interest to describe how the relationship will work for the project. Indicating who is the 
lead artist in charge of design and etc. I would recommend submitting a resume for 
each partner and splitting the examples of past work, relative to lead/support roles. If 
the lead artist will be developing imagery, be sure to include enough examples to 
display the approach to past work and include a couple of examples of fabrication or 
construction techniques and finishes. 
 
Question 3: I am wondering about the landscaping in front of the wall and how it would 
be treated or if that is part of the artist space to create in? 
 
Answer 3: The landscaping is outside of the artist’s scope of work. The artist will be asked 
to develop a design which responds to/compliments the landscaping design, but the 
City will hire a separate contractor to execute the walkway, plantings, and 
hardscaping. 
 
 
This Addendum is hereby as of the above posted date made a part of the project requirements 
and contract documents for the referenced project.  You are to note the receipt of, and 
compliance with this Addendum upon the space provided within the bid or proposal.  Failure to 
acknowledge this Addendum does not relieve you from fulfilling the Addendum requirements.  
This is the only communication you will receive regarding this Addendum. 
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